
Migraton 
When people move from one country, city or neighbourhood to another, it is called migration. There are lots of reasons why people move from one place to another. Push factors are reasons that make people want to leave a place. .Pull factors are reasons that attract people to a place. Match the eolumns to pair the push and pull factors. 

Push Factors 
Pull Factors 

1. Lack of food and fodder a. Peace and safety 8 
HOSPITAL 2. Village life 

b. Better medical care 6 3. Lack of good jobs C. Stable climate 1I 
d. Developed country 9 IH 

4. Unequal treatment and 
disrespect 

e. City life 

f. Equal treatment and 

5. Poor education 

6. Disease and illness 

respect 4 
8 Job opportunities3 
h. Availability of food and 

fodder 1 

7. Low pay for work 
8. War, danger and 

fear 

Good schools and 

colleges5 
9. Developing country i. 

SCHOOL 10. Natural disasters j. Higher pay for work 3 

Wise Owl says.. 

Migration is not something that only humans do. Birds, animals, insects and fish migrate too. 

In winter, bats migrate from trees to caves. 

Wildebeest, caribou and antelope move seasonally to find new pastures where they can graze. 

Fish like salmon migrate from rivers to the sea. 



Words widh 

Many Meenings 

Fill in the blanks in each pair of sentences with a single word from the help box below. 

1. a. This is the Y M_ answer. 

b. TurniAhi_ at the next crossing. 

2. a. The earth is 92 hind 
b. The children ran A 

and nd_the garden. 

3. a. The athlete MU every morning 

b. How many did she 

sCore in the cricket match? 

4. a. I need a tin of _palt 

b. Let'sals a picture. 

5. a. We wanderedalnud the town. 

b. Tell me something ho yourself. 

6. a. Please give me a glass of _ A 

b. If you don't this plant, it wil shrivel. 

7. a. My grandmother keeps a 

b. Usain Bolt runs very 

once a week. 

8. a. My_eiLk_ hurts. 

b. I will be_bck in five minutes. 

9a. 1 k chocolate. 

Wise wl says... 

The ten English words with the 

highest number of meanings 
are run (179 meanings), 
take (127 meanings), break 

(123 meanings), turn (122 

meanings), set (119 meanings), 

go (98 meanings), play (95 
meanings), cut (93 meanings), 

up (93 meanings) and hand (92 

meanings). 

b. She has eyes KP a hawk. 

10. a. I can carry this bag because it's quite 

b. Turn the liot off when you leave the room. 

like paint 

about 

water right light 10 

back 
runs 

round fast 



Famfly and 
Envitronment 

Features that humans and animals get írom their parents are called traits. Learned 

behaviours are laught and developed. Look at the pictures and read the sentences next to 

them. Write T for trait and '' for learned behaviour 

1. Woodpeckers 
have strong 
and sturdy 
beaks to chisel 
wood. 

2. Josie has 
blue eyess 

3. Max, a pet dog, 
fetches the 

and brown 

hair. 
newspaper for 
his master. L 

4. Ramya and Susan 

play tennis. 
5. Penguins have flipper 

like wings to help them 

swim better. 

6. Bears hibernate through 
the winter. 

wwwwwwwwwww 

7. Grandmother has taught the 

parrot to whistle. 

8. Tenzin's pet dog sits 

when Tenzin says 'Sit!' 

Wise Owl says.. 

A person 
related to you who lived a long time ago is 

your 
ancestor. You are the descendant of your ancestor. 

9 



Shapes. www 

Choose words from the help box to fill in the blanks. 

2. hp ad 

game in which you jump 
and hop Over squares. 

3. A Greek mathematician 
named u 

1. Ernö Rubik invented a 
is a 

famous puzzle called 
the Rubik's CWia 

is called the 'Fatherof 

Geometry 

4. A ouli 

a shape that looks 
like a doughnut. 

is 5. Triangle shapes are often 
used in construction because 
of their great a afk 

6. A 
rectangle with a semi- 
circle at each end. 

7. The Great P d 
of Giza is the largest in 

Egypt. 

8. A M I _is an 
open public space in the 
centre of a town or city. 

is a 

O 
square 
strength 

torus 

Pyramid7 Cube 
stadium 

Euclid Wise Owl says.. 

Hopscotch HopscotCn Some famous squares from around the world are: Times Square in 
New York, Trafalgar Square in London and Tiananmen Square in Beijing. 


